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ABSTRACT In order to improve the anti-disturbance performance of permanent magnet synchronous
motor (PMSM) servo system, a sliding-mode control strategy using a new reaching law (NRL) is proposed.
The NRL incorporates power term and switching gain term of the system state variables into the conventional
exponential reaching law (CERL), which can effectively suppress the sliding-mode chattering and increase
the convergence rate of system state reaching sliding-mode surface. Based on this new reaching law, a
sliding-mode speed controller (SMSC) of PMSM is designed. At the same time, to solve the chattering
problem caused by the large sliding-mode switching gain, an anti-disturbance sliding-mode speed controller
method with an extended sliding-mode disturbance observer (ESMDO), called SMSC+ESMDO method,
is developed. The sliding-mode disturbance observer is designed to accurately estimate the motor speed
and external load disturbances, and the disturbance estimator is used as a feed-forward to compensate the
sliding-mode speed controller (SMSC) to improve the system robustness and reduce the system chattering.
Simulation and experimental results show that the proposed compound sliding-mode control strategy can
effectively improve the dynamic performance and robustness of the system compared with the PI controller.

INDEX TERMS Permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM), new reaching law, anti-disturbance
sliding-mode speed controller (ADSMSC), extended sliding-mode disturbance observer, robustness.

NOMENCLATURE

s Sliding-mode
surface function.

εsgn(s) Isokinetic reach term.
ks Index reach term.
x System state variable.
k1 Switching gain.
k2 Linear gain.
ε Variable term coefficient.
δ The thickness of the boundary layer.
J The rotary inertia.
u(t) Controller input.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Xiaoli Luan.

θ (t) Position instruction.
d(t) External disturbance.
θd(t) Ideal position signal.
ω∗ Given reference speed.
ω Actual feedback speed.
L Equivalent inductance.
p The number of poles of the motor.
B The viscous friction coefficient.
ṪL The estimated load torque.
R(t) System comprehensive disturbance.
lr The limit value of the system comprehensive

disturbance.
Te Electromagnetic torque.
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r(ωe) The sliding-mode control rate of the obser-
vation error.

z Observer gain.
eω Motor speed observation error.
eR Motor disturbance observation error.
k3 The sliding-mode switching gain.

I. INTRODUCTION

Permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) has the
advantages of simple structure, high power density and high
efficiency. It has been widely used in high-precision CNC
machine tools, robots, aerospace and other fields [1]. PMSM
is a multi-variable, strong coupling, nonlinear and complex
controlled object with variable parameters. Although the
conventional PID control can meet the control requirements
within a certain precision range, the linear controller has
the problem of integral saturation, and is very sensitive to
external disturbances and internal parameter changes. All
these may make the control system deviate from the expected
target and limits its application in high-performance control
occasions [2]–[4].

To solve the above problems of conventional PID control,
some modern control theories, such as fuzzy control [5], state
feedback control [6], predictive control [7], internal model
control [8], sliding-mode control (SMC) [9]–[11], and neu-
ral network control [12] have been proposed. Among them,
SMC has many advantages, such as fast response, insensitive
to corresponding parameter changes and disturbances, no
on-line identification of the system, simple physical imple-
mentation, etc. and has been successfully applied in motor
servo system [13]–[16]. In [17], sliding-mode control was
applied to the sensor-less servo system of permanent magnet
synchronous motor, which improved the control precision of
the speed controller. In [18], a SMC based on a NRL was
designed. The experimental results show that the robustness
and the dynamic performance of the controlled system were
improved. However, this reference does not take into account
the effect of the switching function on chattering. In [19],
based on a new sliding reaching law, a SMC was introduced
into the vector control servo system with id = 0, which effec-
tively improves the dynamic performance and robustness of
the system.
However, practical applications show that when the sys-

tem state variable reaches the sliding-mode surface along
the trajectory, it is difficult to slide along the sliding-mode
surface and converge to the equilibrium point, but constantly
traverse both sides of the sliding-mode surface, which will
inevitably lead to chattering [20]–[23]. Therefore, the sup-
pression of chattering is the key to sliding-mode control
research. Because the reaching law is directly related to the
process of system state variable approaching sliding-mode
surface, the chattering of sliding-mode can be effectively sup-
pressed by designing the reaching law reasonably. In view of
this, a terminal sliding-mode speed controller was proposed
for PMSM [24], and a nonlinear term was introduced to
the sliding-mode controller, which is effective to reduce the

chatting and improve the convergence rate. In [25], authors
presented some reaching laws, which can restrain chattering
by gain decreasing or making the discontinuous gain a func-
tion of sliding-mode surface. Similarly, based on the NRL,
a second-order sliding-mode controller for PMSM servo sys-
tem was designed in [26]. The theoretical and simulation
results show that the system could still meet the accuracy
requirements under severe external disturbances. However,
the design of the second-order sliding-mode control is com-
plex, and it is difficult to achieve the desired control effect in
practice.

Based on the above problems, a SMC strategy based on
a NRL and disturbance observer is designed to obtain the
auto-disturbance rejection ability to improve the robustness
of the system. Firstly, based on the conventional exponential
reaching law (CERL), power term and switching gain term of
the system state variables are added to solve the contradiction
between the system chattering and sliding-mode approaching
speed. Then, to further improve the anti-disturbance abil-
ity of the servo system, an extended sliding-mode distur-
bance observer (ESMDO) is designed, which simultaneously
takes the velocity and disturbance as the observation object,
and compensates the observed disturbance to the sliding-
mode speed controller. Finally, simulation and experimental
results show that the proposed control strategy can effec-
tively improve the dynamic characteristics and robustness of
PMSM servo system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In section II, the proposed NRL and its performance anal-
ysis are introduced. This part also gives the design of
SMSC. In section III, the design process of ESMDO and
ESMDO-based SMSC are given. In section IV, the ESMDO-
based SMSC is tested on PMSMexperiment platform, and the
results are compared to the PI regulator. The final summaries
of the paper are given in section V.

II. SLIDING-MODE CONTROLLER DESIGN

A. CONVENTIONAL EXPONENTIAL REACHING

LAW AND ITS ANALYSIS

Generally, the design process of sliding-mode controller
includes two steps: one is to select a reasonable sliding-mode
surface, and the other is to design a reaching law to make
the system state trajectory approach the sliding-mode surface
under the action of reaching law. Among them, the reaching
law can ensure the dynamic quality of the system through
the process of approaching movement, that is, by choosing an
appropriate reaching law, the system can have a larger reach-
ing speed far from the switching surface, so as to improve the
response of the controlled system, and when approaching the
sliding-mode surface, its speed gradually reduces to zero to
suppress chattering. Fig.1 shows how this mechanism works
in the phase plane.

The form of CERL proposed by the famous expertWeibing
Gao is shown in (1)

ds

dt
= −εsgn(s) − ks, ε > 0, k > 0 (1)
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FIGURE 1. Sliding-mode mechanism in phase plane.

where s is a sliding-mode surface function; εsgn(s) represents
isokinetic reach term; ks represents index reach term;. For the
CERL, it cannot reach the sliding-mode surface in a certain
period of time. Therefore, the isokinetic reach term εsgn(s) is
added to ensure that when s is close to 0, the arrival velocity
is ε instead of 0.

In (1), when s > 0

ds

dt
= −ε − ks (2)

The reaching time can be obtained by integrating (2), with
s(t)=0

t∗ =
1

k
(ln(s(0) +

ε

k
) − ln

ε

k
) (3)

It can be seen from (3) that the reaching speed increases
with the k value. Therefore, in order to obtain a faster reaching
performance, the value of k should be increased; however,
increasing the value of k causes the speed to be too fast
when reaching the sliding surface, which will increase the
chattering level. Therefore, if the coefficient of the index
item is set as a variable and its value is combined with the
distance between the system state point and the sliding-mode
surface, the contradiction caused by the k value selection can
be solved. This also provides an idea for the NRL presented
below.

B. THE PROPOSED NRL

In order to overcome the drawbacks of the CERL, a NRL is
proposed in this paper, which is expressed as



















ṡ = −k1H (x) sign (s)− k2 |x|α · s

H (x) =
|x|

|x| + ε

lim
t→∞

|x| = 0, k1 > 0, k2 > 0, 0 < α < 2

(4)

where s represents the sliding-mode surface. x is the system
state variable. k1 is the switching gain. k2 is a linear gain.
ε > 0 is a variable term coefficient.

Compared with the CERL, the NRL introduces the vari-
able gain term H (x) and the power term of the sys-
tem state variable |x|α . Among them, the variable gain
term H (x) gradually decreases and eventually converges
to zero along with the system state approaching trajec-
tory and finally reaches the sliding-mode surface, which
ensures that the variable gain k1H (x) remains smaller than

the original switching gain k1 throughout the approaching
process, so the sliding-mode chattering can be effectively
suppressed. In addition, the introduction of the system state
variable |x|α makes the system have a larger approach-
ing speed at the initial approaching stage, and the sys-
tem state |x| gradually decreases and approaches zero
at the sliding-mode surface, which makes the approach-
ing speed of the system state converge to zero gradually
when it reaches the sliding-mode surface. Therefore, NRL
improves the shortage of conventional exponential reaching
law.

Besides, the sign(s) function in the NRL can be replaced
by the saturation function. For the reason of practical appli-
cations, the hysteresis of the switch in time and space and
the inherent inertia of the system may cause the trajectory
sawtooth on the smooth sliding-mode surface.

Therefore, in order to reduce the system chattering, this
paper proposes a hyperbolic tangent saturation function with
an adjustable boundary layer F(s) to replace the conventional
sign(s) function, so that the sliding-mode variable is continu-
ous, which further weakens the effect of chattering.

The hyperbolic tangent saturation function with adjustable
boundary layer is expressed as

F (s) =

{

sign (s) |s| ≥ δ

tanh (λs) |s| < δ
(5)

where λ = πδ, δ represents the thickness of the boundary
layer. The bigger the thickness of the boundary layer is,
the more obvious the chattering suppression is. However,
too large the thickness of the boundary layer will affect the
response speed of the sliding-mode soft switching and reduce
the robustness of the system. Fig.2 shows the principle of the
boundary layer thickness changing of the hyperbolic tangent
function as the motor speed changes.

FIGURE 2. The principle of boundary layer variation of hyperbolic tangent
function.

The saturation function F(s) shown in (5) is used to replace
the sign function in (4), so that switching control is used
outside the boundary layer, and the linearized feedback con-
trol is used inside the boundary layer, which can restrain
the chattering caused by sliding-mode switching to a certain
extent. Therefore, the final expression of the NRL proposed

186298 VOLUME 7, 2019
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in this paper is


















ṡ = −k1H (x)F (s)− k2 |x|α · s

H (x) =
|x|

|x| + ε

lim
t→∞

|x| = 0, k1 > 0, k2 > 0, 0 < α < 2

(6)

However, it needs to be noted that although the system
chattering can be effectively reduced by using saturation
function instead, the robustness of the system is sacrificed
in a certain extent [24]. Therefore, other means are needed to
enhance the immunity of the speed control system, which also
provides a precondition for the introduction of the following
disturbance observer.

C. NEW REACHING LAW CONTROL

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

To make a comparative analysis among CERL, the reaching
law in reference [9] (RLR9) and NRL, the typical motor
system is given as

J θ̈ = u(t) + d(t) (7)

where J is rotary inertia; u(t) represents controller input; θ (t)
is position instruction; d(t) is external disturbance.

The controlled system is assumed to be

θ̈ (t) = −f (θ, t) + gu(t) + d(t) (8)

where θ is the feedback value of position. f (θ , t) = 25 θ̇ and
g = 133; d(t) is set as 10sin(π t).
Assuming that θd is an ideal position signal, the error

signal e can be expressed as θd − θ . The surface function s
is expressed as

s = ė+ ce (9)

where c > 0.
The position tracking error and its reciprocal can be

defined as
{

e(t) = θd − θ (t)

ė(t) = θ̇d − θ̇ (t)
(10)

where θd(t) is ideal position signal.
Next, combining the (7), (8), (9) and (10), we can obtain

that

ṡ(t) = cė(t) + ë(t)

= c(θ̇d − θ̇ (t)) + (θ̈d − θ̈ (t))

= c(θ̇d − θ̇ (t)) + (θ̈d + f (θ, t) − gu− d) (11)

Using F(s) instead of the sign(s), and combining the NRL
with (12), the sliding-mode control law is expressed as

u(t) =
1

g
(k1H (x)F (x)+ k2 |x|α · s

+ c(θ̇d − θ̇ ) + θ̈ + f (θ, t)) (12)

The simulation experiments are carried out among CERL,
the reaching law in reference [9] (RLR9) and NRL using

MATLAB s function. The simulation parameters are set as
follows: c = 15, k1 = 10, k2 = 50, ε = 1.5, α = 1.2. The
ideal position signal θd is set as sint . The controlled object
x(0) is set as [x1, x2] = [−2,−2].
Fig.3 shows the performance comparison diagram among

the CERL, RLR9 and NRL. We can conclude that the NRL
is obviously superior to the CERL in tracking the given
signal, reducing the position tracking error and suppressing
the chattering. Compared with the reaching law in refer-
ence [9], the NRL proposed in this paper has the advantages
of faster reaching speed and better stable controller output
performance.

D. DESIGN OF SLIDING-MODE SPEED

CONTROLLER BASED ON NRL

The role of the speed loop is to ensure that the system has the
performance of restraining the speed fluctuation under the
condition of parameter perturbation and external load dis-
turbance, and can track the given speed quickly and accu-
rately. In addition, the basic idea of the sliding-mode speed
controller is to guide the state trajectory from any starting
position to the sliding-mode surface by the reaching law con-
trol function, while ensuring that the system is progressively
stable on the sliding-mode surface.

Therefore, in order to facilitate controller design, the state
variables of the system are defined as

{

x1 = ω∗ − ω

x2 = ω̇∗ − ω̇
(13)

where ω∗ is a given reference speed and assumes that it is
second-order differentiable, ω is the actual feedback speed.

According to the mathematical model of PMSM and (13),
then

ẋ2 = ω̈∗ − ω̈

= −
B

J
x2 −

3pψf

2J
i̇q +

ṪL

J
+ ω̈∗ +

B

J
ω̇∗ (14)

where L represents the equivalent inductance of the stator
winding. p is the number of poles of the motor. J represents
the motor moment of inertia. B is the viscous friction coeffi-
cient. 9f is a permanent magnet flux linkage. ṪL represents
the estimated load torque.

When considering the internal parameter perturbation of
the system and the external load disturbance, (14) can be
rewritten as

ẋ2 =

(

−
B

J
+1a

)

x2 +

(

−
3pψf

2J
+1b

)

i̇q

+

(

ṪL

J
+ ω̈∗ +

B

J
ω̇∗ +1c

)

(15)

where 1a, 1b, 1c are the uncertainties of the system corre-
sponding terms.
If it is assumed that the system comprehensive disturbance

amount is R(t), which includes system internal parameter
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FIGURE 3. Performance comparison among different reaching laws
(a) Tracking performance of CERL. (a1) Tracking performance of the RLR9.
(a2) Tracking performance of NSMRL. (b) Controller output of CERL.
(b1) Controller output of the RLR9 (b2) Controller output of NSMRL.
(c) Position error convergence rate of CERL. (c1) Position error
convergence rate of the RLR9. (c2) Position error convergence rate of
NSMRL. (d) Phase trajectory of CERL. (d1) Phase trajectory of the RLR9.
(d2) Phase trajectory of NSMRL.

perturbation and external load disturbance, etc., then R(t) can
be expressed as

R (t)=1ax2 +1bi̇q +

(

ṪL

J
+ω̈∗ +

B

J
ω̇∗ +1c

)

(16)

Because the motor variables are bounded, the system’s
comprehensive disturbance satisfies the following equation

|R (t)| ≤ lr (17)

where lr represents the limit value of the system comprehen-
sive disturbance.

Considering R(t) as the extended state variable of the
system, combined with equations (13) and (16), the extended
state equation of the system based on R(t) is

{

ẋ1 = x2

ẋ2 = −Ax2 − Du+ R (t)
(18)

where A = B
J
, D =

3p9f
2J , u = i̇q.

Selecting the linear sliding-mode surface as shown in (19)
{

s = cx1 + x2

ṡ = (c− A) x2 − Du+ R (t)
(19)

where c is the design constant.
The speed controller is designed using the NRL proposed

in this paper. It should be noted here that since the state
variable x1 is the speed tracking error, which is an important
performance evaluation index for the speed control system,
therefore, we choose x1 as the state variable associated with
the approaching speed. In this way, the error information is
directly applied to the sliding-mode approaching speed to
achieve the purpose of accelerating the approaching speed
and suppressing the chattering.

In summary, choosing x = x1 and combining (6) and (19),
the equation shown in (20) can be obtained as

(c− A) x2−Du+R (t)=−k1H (x1)F (s)−k2 |x1|
α ·s (20)

From equation (20), the output of the controller is

u=
1

D

[

k1H (x1)F (s)+k2 |x1|
α · s+(c−A) x2+R (t)

]

(21)

Then the reference value of q-axis current can be obtained
as

i∗q=
1

D

∫

[

k1H (x1)F (s)+k2 |x1|
α · s+(c−A) x2+R (t)

]

dt

(22)

The flow chart of the variable structure of the system
control amount i∗q is shown in Fig. 3. From the flow chart,
the calculation process of reference value of q-axis current
designed in this paper is relatively simple and easy to be
realized by DSP software.
It can be seen from (22) and flow chart 4 that the distur-

bance term R(t) has a great influence on the system control
performance. Because in practical applications, the system
disturbance can not be measured, and the minimum values of
switching gain k1 and k2 will increase with the increase of dis-
turbance. However, the increase of switching gain will aggra-
vate the system chattering. Therefore, this paper chooses to
add disturbance observer to observe the change of R(t) in
real time and compensate for it by a feedforward channel.

186300 VOLUME 7, 2019
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Only a small switching gain is needed to satisfy the robustness
requirement of the system, and further weaken the chattering
of the system.

E. PROOF OF STABILITY

To verify the stability of the designed sliding-mode speed
controller, selecting the Lyapunov function as V = s2/2.
Drawing on reference book Lyapunov Stability Theory [27],
when (23) is established, the condition of sliding-mode arrival
can be satisfied.

lim
s→0

V̇ = lim
s→0

sṡ ≤ 0 (23)

Combining equations (6)and (19), then

V̇ = sṡ = s
[

−k1H (x)F (s)− k2 |x|α · s
]

(24)

From above equation, the following conclusion can be
obtained

{

−k1H (x1) |s| − k2 |x1|
α · s2 |s| ≥ δ

−k1H (x1) |tanh| |s| − k2 |x1|
α · s2 |s| < δ

(25)

In (25), k1 and k2 are both constants greater than zero, and
|s| and |x| are positive values. Therefore, Lyapunov stability
condition can be satisfied. It is proved that the reaching law
designed in this paper can guarantee the reachability of the
sliding-mode motion of system state.

When the system state reaches the sliding-mode surface
(s = 0), the system enters the sliding-mode control state.
Combined with the system equation of state (18), the differ-
ential equation is obtained as follows

s = cx1 + ẋ1 = 0 (26)

Solving the homogeneous linear differential equation of
one variable, the equation (27) is obtained.

x1 = ω∗ − ω = C0e
−ct (27)

where C0 is a constant. With t increasing, x1 tends to zero
exponentially, which enables tracking without overshoot and
allows the system to eventually reach a steady state.

III. DESIGN OF ANTI-DISTURBANCE SLIDING-MODE

SPEED CONTROLLER BASED ON NRL

A. EXTENDED SLIDING-MODE DISTURBANCE

OBSERVER (ESMDO) DESIGN

In order to solve the contradiction between chattering sup-
pression and anti-disturbance ability in the sliding-mode con-
trol system, this paper designs an extended sliding-mode
disturbance observer (ESMDO). Based on the conventional
load torque observer, the simultaneous observation of the
disturbance torque and the motor speed can be realized, and
the observation results are compensated to the sliding-mode
speed controller to achieve the purpose of further suppressing
the system chattering. The structure diagram of the distur-
bance observer is shown in Figure 5.

FIGURE 4. Variable structure flow chart of control variable iq∗.

FIGURE 5. Structure diagram of sliding-mode disturbance observer.

Since the switching frequency of the controller is usually
high, it can be considered that the load torque is constant
within one controller cycle, that is ṪL = 0.

The motor speed ω and the system comprehensive distur-
bance amount R(t) are selected as the state variables, and the
electromagnetic torque Te is used as the system input, and the
motor speed ω is used as the system output, then the extended
state space equation can be expressed as

[

ω̇

Ṙ (t)

]

=

[

−B

J

−1

J
0 0

]

[

ω

R (t)

]

+

[ 1

J
0

]

Te (28)

Taking the motor speed and the system comprehensive dis-
turbance amount R(t) as the observation object, the equation
of the sliding-mode disturbance observer obtained by (28) is
[

˙̂ω
˙̂
R (t)

]

=

[

−B

J

−1

J
0 0

]

[

ω̂

R̂ (t)

]

+

[ 1

J
0

]

Te+

[

1
z

]

r (ωe)

(29)

where r(ωe) is the sliding-mode control rate of the observa-
tion error eω = ω∗ − ω̂, and z is the observer gain.

Then, combining equations (28) and (29), the error equa-
tion of the observer can be written as







ėω = −
B

J
eω −

1

J
eR − r (eω)

ėR = −zr (eω)
(30)

where eω, eR represent the motor speed and disturbance
observation error, respectively.

Selecting the integral sliding-mode surface as

sω = eω + cω

∫ t

0
eωdt (31)

If deriving equation (31), there is ṡω = ėω + cωeω, then,
the sliding-mode reaching law, as written by

ṡω = −k3sign (s) (32)

where k3 represents the sliding-mode switching gain.
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Combining equations (31) and (32), and using −eR/J as
the disturbance term, the control law of the ESMDO is
given by

r (eω) =

(

cω −
B

J

)

eω + k3sign (sω) (33)

Under the action of the sliding-mode control law, the sys-
tem trajectory finally reaches the sliding-mode surface and
enters the sliding-mode state, then, the following equations
can be obtained

{

sω = ṡω = 0

eω = ėω = 0
(34)

Combining equations (30) and (34), then
{

eR = −Jr (eω)

ėR = −zr (eω)
(35)

Solving the equation (35) can get the following result

eR = cRe
z
J t (36)

where cR is a constant.
It can be seen from (36) that in order to make the error

of disturbance observer converge to zero, the parameter z
needs to satisfy z < 0. At this time, the convergence speed
of ESMDO is completely determined by the value of z.

B. ANTI-DISTURBANCE SLIDING-MODE SPEED

CONTROLLER BASED ON NRL

The load disturbance value R̂(t) obtained by the disturbance
observer is compensated at the output of the SMSC, and the
SMSC is obtained by rewriting (22), as described by

i∗q=
1

D

∫

[

k1H (x1)F (s)+k2 |x1|
α ·s+ (c−A) x2+R̂ (t)

]

dt

(37)

In summary, the structure diagram of the obtained anti-
disturbance PMSM sliding-mode speed control based on the
NRL and considering the system comprehensive disturbance
is shown in Fig. 6.

According to Fig. 6, the anti-disturbance sliding-mode
controller proposed in this paper consists of two parts: the
first part is a SMSC based on a NRL, which is shown in Part I
of the Fig. 6; the second part is a disturbance observation
compensation link based on an ESMDO, which is shown in
part II of Fig. 6.

It can be seen from the figure that the system disturbance is
fed back to the SMSCwith a known amount. Therefore, when
the system load disturbance occurs, the controller can respond
to the torque change in time, so that it can achieve bet-
ter anti-disturbance performance without large control gain.
In addition, the Anti-disturbing and robustness improving
performance also weaken the system chattering in a certain
extent.

FIGURE 6. Structural diagram of Anti-disturbance sliding-mode controller
based on NRL.

C. PROOF OF SYSTEM STABILITY

In order to verify the stability of the servo system under the
control method SMSC+ESMDO, the Lyapunov function is
chosen as V = s2/2. According to the stability criterion,
the controlled system is asymptotically stable when the equa-
tion (38) is established.

dV

dt
= s · ṡ ≤ 0 (38)

Combining equations (19) and (37), then

ṡ=−k1H (x1)F (s)− k2 |x1|
α · s+

(

R(t) − R̂(t)
)

(39)

According to equations (38) and (39), it can be obtained
that

sṡ= S
[

−k1H (x)F (s)−k2 |x|α · s
]

+

∣

∣

∣
R(t)−R̂(t)

∣

∣

∣
· |s| (40)

Because the stability of the disturbance observer proves
that

∣

∣

∣
R(t) − R̂(t)

∣

∣

∣
→ 0, when k2 is large enough, it can satisfy

s · ṡ ≤ 0, thus satisfying the stability requirement.

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

In order to further verify the performance of the new
approaching SMSC based on the extended state observer,
the PMSM vector control system structure with id = 0 is
used, and the simulation model is built by Matlab/Simulink.
In the simulation, the motor parameters are set as Table 1.

TABLE 1. Parameters of the motor.

A. SIMULATION VERIFICATION

As can be seen from the simulation block diagram of PMSM
servo system based on SMSC+ESMDO shown in Fig. 7,
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FIGURE 7. Block diagram of PMSM speed-regulation system.

FIGURE 8. Start comparison simulations under different control strategies. (a) Simulation results under PI controller. (b) Simulation
results under SMSC using the reaching law in Ref.9 (RLR9). (c) Simulation results under SMSC using NRL.

the ESMDO estimates the load disturbance of the system and
compensates the results to SMSC, while the SMSC replaces
the PI controller in the conventional speed loop. In addition,
Clarke and Parke transform realize the transformation from
A-B-C frame to α-β frame, and the transformation from α-β
frame to d-q frame respectively.
It should be noted that, when using the standard PI algo-

rithm as the speed controller for comparison here, an anti-
windup PI algorithm [28] is employed here for the speed loop.
The main idea of this antiwindup strategy can be described as
follows

e1(k) = ω∗
r (k) − ωr (k) (41)

If i∗q(k − 1) > Iqmax, then

α =

{

0, e1(k) > 0

1, e1(k) < 0
(42)

If i∗q(k − 1) < −Iqmax, then

α =

{

0, e1(k) < 0

1, e1(k) > 0
(43)

If −Iqmax ≤ i∗q(k − 1) ≤ Iqmax, then α = 1.

i∗q(k) = kp ∗ e1(k) + ki ∗

k
∑

i=0

αe1(k) (44)

In order to verify the dynamic performance of NRL,
the first simulation has presented the starting response of
different control strategies (PI, SMSC using the reaching law
in Ref.9, SMSC using NRL) when the system is no-load start-
ing. The simulation time t is set to 0.4 s, the motor starting
load torque is 0 N·m, and the given speed is 1000 r/min. The
first simulation results are shown in Fig. 8.
To verify the dynamic response and robustness perfor-

mance of the PMSM control system, the motor starting
load torque is set as 0.2 N·m. When running to 0.2 s,
the load torque is suddenly increased to 1.27 N·m. At 0.3 s,
the load torque is suddenly discharged to 0.7 N·m. The sim-
ulation results are shown in Fig. 9 to Fig. 11.
The PI parameters of both current loops are the same as:

kpc = 0.8, kic = 0.05. The PI parameters of the speed loop
is that proportional gain kp = 0.25, and the integral gain
ki = 17, α0 = 0.998. The parameters of the SMSC+ESMDO
controller are: k1 = 10, k2 = 50, α = 1.2, ε = 1.5, x = x1,
δ = 0.3, c = 15, z = 3, lr = 30, m = 1.5.

We can draw the following conclusions from the simula-
tion results shown in Fig.8. Compared to the servo system
controlled by PI algorithm shown in Fig.8(a), the servo sys-
tem using the SMSC based on the NRL shown in Fig.8(c) has
shorter time to reach the stable running state, and achieves the
steady state almost without overshoots, while the servo sys-
tem under PI control has an overshoot. Comparing Fig.8(c)
and Fig.8(b), it can be seen that SMSC using NRL achieves
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FIGURE 9. Simulation results of dynamic response of load mutation under PI control. (a) Three-phase current (b) Torque change in
the case of load disturbances (c) Speed fluctuation in the case of load disturbances.

FIGURE 10. Simulation results of dynamic response of load mutation under SMSC adopting NRL. (a) Three-phase current
(b) Torque change in the case of load disturbances (c) Speed fluctuation in the case of load disturbances.

FIGURE 11. Simulation results of dynamic response of load mutation under SMSC+ESMDO. (a) Three-phase current (b) Torque
change in the case of load disturbances (c) Speed fluctuation in the case of load disturbances.

the given speed in a shorter time than SMSC using the reach-
ing law in Ref.9 (RLR9).

As shown in Fig.9(a)–(c) under PI controller, it can be seen
that when the external disturbance is applied, the servo system
is sensitive to the load torque changes, the stator current
distortion is severe, and the error of motor speed is about
30 r/min.

In contrast, as shown in Fig.10(a)–(c), when using the
NRL-based SMSC controller, the speed and torque of the
PMSM control system have better dynamic performance.
The electromagnetic torque has almost no fluctuations, and
the motor speed change is smaller, less than 20 r/min.
More importantly, there is nearly no speed fluctuations in the
stable speed stage.

Compared with Fig.10 and Fig.11, it can be found that
when the control mode of SMSC+ESMDO is adopted,
the change value of speed is smaller shown in Fig.11(c)
when the load torque suddenly increase or decrease, which
indicates that the robustness of the system is further improved
effectively.

Therefore, we can draw the conclusion that the systemwith
the NRL-based SMSC+ESMDO controller has the advan-
tages of good dynamic ability and strong robustness from the
above analysis.

B. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

To further verify the proposed control method, a PMSM
experiment platform based on TMS320F28335 was set
up [29]. The experiment mainly verifies the dynamic
response of the servo system under the PI controller,
the SMSC controller, and the proposed SMSC+ESMDO
controller. Fig.12 is the experiment hardware platform.

The PI parameters of the two current loops are the same:
the proportional gain kpc = 0.77, and the integral gain
kic = 0.05. The PI parameters of the speed loop is that
proportional gain kp = 0.25, and the integral gain ki = 20,
α0 = 0.998. The parameters of SMSC+ESMDO are:
k1 = 9.7, k2 = 55, α = 1.2, ε = 1.5, x = x1, δ = 0.5,
c = 15, z = 3, lr = 30, m = 1.5. The parameters of the
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FIGURE 12. Experimental hardware platform.

experimental PMSM are as follows: rated speed 3 000r/min,
rated power 0.4kW, rated torque 1.27 N·m.

In order to verify the dynamic performance of NRL,
the first experiment has presented the starting response with
different control strategies when the system is under no-load
operation.
The starting comparison experiment results under different

control strategies (i.e., PI, SMSC+RLR9, SMSC+NRL) are
shown in Fig.13 (a)–(c). When the PMSM is started with a
given speed of 1000 r/min, compared with Fig.13 (a) and
Fig.13 (b), (c), when the PI controller is used, the starting
speed fluctuation is very obvious, about 150r/min. Besides,
the dynamic settling time is about 250 ms, which is longer
than when using SMSC. In addition, combined with the
experimental results of Fig.13 (b) and (c), we can see that
the starting speed of the system has almost no overshoot after
using the NRL. Moreover, the speed settling time is shorter
than adopting the reaching law in RLR9. Therefore, from the
experimental results shown in Fig. 13, it can be seen that the
dynamic performance of the controlled PMSM servo system
is effectively improved when the NRL designed in this paper
is adopted.
Then, when the PMSM is running at a steady speed

of 1000 r/min and at a low speed of 150 r/min, the sec-
ond experiment has been implemented to verify the
robustness of the three control strategies (PI, SMSC,
SMSC+ESMDO). Fig.14, Fig.15and Fig.16 show the speed
dynamic responses when a 1.27 N·m load torque is added
suddenly.
From Fig.14 (a) and Fig.15 (a), it can be see that when the

1.27 N·m load torque is added suddenly, the speed fluctuation
in PI control is about 100 r/min. The dynamic settling time
is about 80 ms. Relatively, as shown in Fig.15 (a), using the
method of SMSC, when the load torque is changed suddenly,
the speed fluctuation of the PMSM system is small, about
80 r/min.Moreover, its dynamic settling time is shorter.When
the load torque is increased 1.27 N·m suddenly at 150 r/min,

FIGURE 13. Start comparison experiments under different control
strategies. (a) Experiment results under PI controller. (b) Experiment
results under SMSC using the reaching law in Ref.9 (RLR9). (c) Experiment
results under SMSC using NRL.

FIGURE 14. Experimental results under PI controller. (a) Speed
(1000 r/min) in the case of sudden load increase. (b) Speed (150 r/min) in
the case of sudden load increase.

FIGURE 15. Experimental results under SMSC adopting NRL. (a) Speed
(1000 r/min) in the case of sudden load increase. (b) Speed (150 r/min) in
the case of sudden load increase.

the same conclusion can still be obtained from the experimen-
tal results Fig.14 (b) and Fig.15(b).

In addition, from the results of Fig.16, it can be see
that the method of SMSC+ESMDO has satisfying distur-
bance suppression ability compared with other methods.
Whether at the high speed of 1000 r/min or at the low speed
of 150 r/min, the fluctuation of speed under sudden load
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FIGURE 16. Experimental results under SMSC+ESMDO. (a) Speed
(1000 r/min) in the case of sudden load increase. (b) Speed (150 r/min) in
the case of sudden load increase.

change is about 30 r/min and 10 r/min, respectively, which are
smaller than that of the first two control strategies. Therefore,
the SMSC+ESMDO control method proposed in this paper
can effectively enhance the robustness of the controlledmotor
servo system.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a composite sliding-mode control strategy
is proposed and has been experimentally applied to the
PMSM system. Themajor contributions of this paper include:
1) a speed controller based on a NRL is proposed for
PMSM; 2) an extended state observer based on hyperbolic
tangent function is designed to estimate the load disturbance;
3) a composite control method that combines SMSC and
ESMDO is developed to further improve the disturbance
rejection ability of SMSC system. The superiority of the pro-
posed method SMSC+ESMDO has been confirmed through
simulations and experiments, which results show that the
designed method can effectively improve the dynamic per-
formance and robustness of the PMSM servo system.
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